
At a glance
Digitisation is changing industry as radically  

as the industrial revolution once did. In many 

branches of industry, software is taking the place 

of complex and inflexible hardware solutions. 

The embedding of production facilities in web-

based structures is opening up a vast array of 

new possibilities that will decisively influence  

the entire process from development and  

engineering to operation, maintenance and diag-

nostics.

Pilz responded to impending technological 

change early on with its innovative products,  

user-specific solutions and accompanying  

services. For example Pilz brought the PSS 3000, 

the first freely programmable safety control sys-

tem worldwide, onto the market in 1995.

Link between automation and safety

One of the key trends is modularisation: more 

than ever, plant engineers are striving for  

machinery with a modular design and therefore 

for a mechatronics solution. Mechatronic sys-

tems essentially consist of individual modules, 

each individual module having sensors, actua-

tors, a control technology processor and a  

mechanical, hydraulic and/or pneumatic basic 

system. The need to connect up all process  

participants and enable straightforward commu-

nication is driving a trend towards increasingly 

sophisticated software: its design must be  

increasingly simple, logical, easy to handle,  

time-efficient and prevent errors. Obviously Pilz 

always sees one of the tasks of software as  

including acting as a link between automation 

and safety functions. 

“When choosing a partner for automation, the 

decisive factor has long been the efficiency and 

suitability of the software rather than the  

hardware,” remarked Christoph Baumeister, 

Product Manager at Pilz. The costs also reflect 

that: in a typical automation project, the hard-

ware accounts for around 25 percent but the  

engineering for some 50 percent of the costs.

Continued on page 2  •

The more complex plant and machinery become, the more software is expected to translate complex matters into user-friendly operating concepts.  
In addition, digital tools have the task of keeping automation and safety functions interacting without conflicts. 
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Dear Readers,

How the value added components in mechani- 

cal and plant engineering are made up is  

showing an increasing software bias. That  

principle has held true and been valid for many 

years now, but new developments are now  

giving added momentum to the process. The  

requirements of Industrie 4.0, tougher safety  

considerations and the pressure to shorten  

innovation cycles in order to reduce costs and  

improve competitiveness call for increasingly  

modern software tools for specifying, simulating, 

implementing and certifying the solutions. Safety 

means not only the correct classification of a  

function and the use of the corresponding hard-

ware, but also mechanisms for identifying malware 

infiltrations, alerting to them and quarantining 

them. The need for suitable specialists is therefore 

also on the increase: in other words, training 

needs to focus more on the issues of “failsafe”, 

“safety” and “data integrity”. Knowledge of and  

expertise in programming are increasingly 

becoming common knowledge. 

In other words during training and advance- 

ment there must be growing emphasis on  

safety considerations, verifiable structures,  

classifications and working with certifiable  

development processes that involve suitable  

software tools, in order to preserve and boost  

the competitiveness of automation  

processes.

Best regards,

   360° Continued from page 1

The more ramified and complex the plant is,  

the more it calls for suitable software tools that 

make it possible to control the desired applica-

tions and reduce the engineering input. If the 

procedure seems too complicated or opaque to 

the user, the risk of errors rises. Errors lead to 

delays, add to the costs and ultimately under-

mine safety. 

“Plant manufacturers and operators increas- 

ingly want transparency and intuitive ease of  

operation. The user must be able to find their  

way round quickly, recognise correlations,  

make decisions rapidly and be able to rely on it 

100 percent. An optimum user interface tailored 

to the individual machine is the be all and end all,” 

stressed Arndt Christ, Head of Customer  

Support at Pilz. 

Choosing a software solution also depends  

crucially on its recyclability and reusability: once 

modules have been programmed or configured, 

users want to be able to build on them to save 

time and money. At the same time there is  

an emerging trend towards using only one sys-

tem for automation and safety functions in future. 

“The dual-pronged approach is out: multiple 

manufacturers means different systems, soft-

ware, approaches and programming methods. 

That ultimately takes up more time and inflates 

costs,” added Arndt Christ. 

Wiring at the click of a mouse

Design engineers have been able to “wire” appli-

cations quickly and easily at the click of a mouse 

since 2002 thanks to software solutions from 

Pilz: PNOZmulti was the first configurable  

safety system to offer such a tool, in the shape  

of PNOZmulti Configurator. With its automa- 

tion system PSS 4000, Pilz is consistently pur- 

suing this approach. The central element is  

the PAS4000 software platform with its various 

editors and blocks that can be used for both  

automation and safety tasks. With this system, 

the software and hardware concepts are  

independent of each other, creating unprece-

dented scope in the engineering process. This 

benefits more than merely the users, who are  

often under time pressure. Design engineers  

will appreciate the graphics program editor  

PASmulti, which includes a comprehensive  

library of already certified software blocks. The 

blocks for automation and safety make it  

considerably easier to create automation  

programs. PAS4000 includes editors to  

EN/IEC 61131-3 for PLC programming. Because 

the editors are classified as LVL (limited variability 

languages), editors for PLC programming now 

for the first time meet the requirements for creat-

ing safety-led user software.

Automation at a glance

With the web-based visualisation software  

PASvisu, Pilz now enables tightly integrated  

control and visualisation. The visualisation soft-

ware, which is independent of terminal devices, 

can use Pilz control solutions to access the  

entire data stock of automation projects. “The 

use of this web-based software solution opens 

up entirely new horizons in machine control, 

monitoring, analysis and maintenance,” com-

mented Christoph Baumeister with some pride.

PASvisu gives the user a complete overview of 

the automation: “In tandem with the Pilz automa-

tion and software solutions used, the result  

is an efficient, block-on-block concept that  

ultimately saves time, money and stress – and 

offers superlative performance and safety!”, 

summarised Arndt Christ. •

The web-based visualisation software PASvisu  

places an easy-to-handle web-based visuali- 

sation tool at the disposal of users. It enables  

users of Pilz control solutions to manage a  

representation of their system and gives them  

an overview of the entire automation. With the 

PASvisu Builder, users can create and configure 

visualisation projects on a drag-and-drop basis 

– without any of the usual manual matching-up 

of control and visualisation variables. Selectable 

styles provide a uniform, clear appearance at  

the click of a mouse. The individually configu- 

rable user interface in modern tile design gives 

the machine a distinctively unique face. The 

structure based on the HTML5 standard allows 

cross-platform access from virtually any terminal 

device such as a PC, tablet or smartphone; one 

benefit of this is greater ease of remote access 

and maintenance.

PASvisu

In PASvisu, selectable styles via CSS3 provide a 
uniform, project-wide appearance at the click of a 
mouse. Pre-defined graphic input and display elements, 
called tiles, already offer all the relevant properties.

Online information 
at www.pilz.com

Ulrich Kanngießer,  
specialist author on automation engineering

PASvisu for all phases of the machine lifecycle

Optimum link between control project (PAS4000) and visualisation (PASvisu).

 • Simple definition of  
the process variables

 • Uncomplicated  
simulation in the  
design phase

 • Ideal presentation of  
the interaction between 
the control system and 
the visualisation project

 • No duplicated entries 
(variables created and 
mapped automatically)

 • No sources of errors  
during programming

 • Simple to expand at  
any time

 • Automatic  
synchronisation

 • Plant mobility due to 
remote access

 • Simpler orientation,  
also during servicing

 • Remote web access  
to the plant (locally,  
via internet)

 • Self-documentation

Design Engineering Operation Service
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   360° Interview with Prof. Peter Firsching on the subject of programming automation solutions

   Inside Pilz at SPS IPC Drives 2015

An interview with Prof. Dr.-Ing. Peter Firsching, Professor at the Deggendorf Institute of Technology (Applied Economic Sciences and 
Industrial Engineering faculty) and Research Director of the Technology Campus Cham, on trends and challenges in the software 
domain.

Under the motto “We automate. Safely.” Pilz presents scalable solutions from the field of control and drive technology at this year’s SPS IPC Drives from  
November 24 to 26, 2015. To round off these solutions, it offers accompanying diagnostics and visualisation systems, plus software. 

“Complexity  
must not break out”

“We automate. Safely.”

Whether for machines with an elementary range 

of functions, machines with multiple axes or 

interlinked plant and machinery, visitors to the 

Nuremberg show can peruse all-in solutions for 

safety and automation. Pilz will be demonstrat-

ing the new web-based visualisation software 

PASvisu in action on its stand.

As a complete supplier, Pilz provides support 

over the whole machine lifecycle – from risk 

assessment to CE marking. A wide range of 

training courses, including our CMSE® qualifica-

tion – Certified Machinery Safety Expert – com-

pletes the services portfolio. 

As a member of the Smart Factory KL research 

platform, Pilz is actively involved in the definition 

of uniform standards for Industrie 4.0 and is also 

represented on the joint stand “Automation  

meets IT” in Hall 3a. A production line devel- 

oped hand in hand with the Smart Factory KL 

partners will be on show. It demonstrates the 

practical implementation of central aspects  

of Industrie 4.0. •

Pilz is exhibiting in Hall 9, Stand 370

Further information at:

www.pilz.de/sps-ipc-drives

Photos and videos from the exhibition are  

available on Facebook and Twitter:

www.pilz.com/twitter    www.pilz.com/facebook 

Online information 
at www.pilz.com

In brief ...

Sending a press round the world

More than any other type of machine, 

presses embody safety in automation. 

That makes them the ideal objects on 

which to demonstrate products and  

functions. So Pilz India was delighted 

when Pilz Austria was able to supply a 

press following the redesign of the existing 

exhibits. Pilz’s engineers in India can now 

present an engaging example of how 

presses can be equipped with safe auto-

mation technology from Pilz. 

Video tutorials on the automation system 

PSS 4000

The software platform PAS4000 from the 

automation system PSS 4000 comprises 

several editors for PLC programming and 

configuration as well as software blocks. 

Pilz now provides a series of video tutori-

als to make it easier to use PAS4000. In a 

total of 17 videos, experts from Pilz dem-

onstrate step by step how to program and 

configure in PAS4000 using the available 

editors – for the whole automation project, 

including failsafe programming. And that’s 

not forgetting the tips and tricks you can 

use with PAS4000.

In the first videos users learn for example 

how the system is structured, and how  

to establish a connection between the 

software platform PAS4000 and the 

PSSuniversal PLC, for instance.

Online information 
at www.pilz.com

• Professor Firsching, what role does software 

play in mechanical engineering? 

Today, software is an integral part of machinery 

and is on an equal footing with mechanics and 

electronics. It must be approached with just as 

much care and professionalism as the hardware 

in its planning and design. It mustn’t be cobbled 

together with hindsight, otherwise the software 

becomes the restricting factor in a machine. 

Mechanical engineering companies that are  

lacking expertise in software will find it increas-

ingly difficult to keep up with developments.

• What are the latest trends in the software 

domain?

Firstly there is growing object orientation. There is  

more to software creation than simply pro- 

gramming in the source code. Parts of a machine 

are treated as software components. That  

alters the approach to software creation. There  

are additional tools available to facilitate  

working.

On the other hand there is the trend towards  

distributing the software on the control platform, 

in other words in a departure from the central 

approach. In future, the intelligence will reside 

where it is required. It is all made possible  

by high-performance embedded controllers,  

miniaturisation and higher-performance software. 

The future is all about distributed automation with 

intelligent subsystems.

• What are the implications of growing integra-

tion of plant and machinery?

The spotlight is increasingly on the system  

concept. Machines will now ideally consist of  

so-called cyber physical systems, in other words 

independent mechatronic units that consist of 

mechanics, electronics and software. For each 

functionality there is an interface in the mechanics 

and a core that manages this unit as its logic.  

But these small, independent systems communi-

cating with each other are a risk as well as an 

opportunity. 

• How is that? 

Well, when it comes to integration you need  

to ask: how secure is communication? Is it  

protected against unauthorised access and 

manipulation? In other words, the issue of secu-

rity plays an important role. 

• Can you go into that in greater depth?

I regard the biggest challenge to involve security. 

The mechanical and plant engineering side  

takes care of safety. There are tried-and-tested 

benchmarks and specifications in the form of 

standards and directives. Mechanical engineers 

know what they need to do, and users know what 

they need to heed. This is completely different 

when you come to security. There is a lack of 

standards here. A security directive along the 

lines of the Machine Directive would be a good 

thing. But we’ve a long way to go yet.

The mechanical engineer fundamentally consid-

ers at the outset what functionalities his machine  

needs to achieve during its planning and config- 

uration, and then designs it accordingly. The 

same needs to apply to the mechanics and  

software, and to safety and security in equal 

measure. 

• What are the implications for the users? 

The users get a production system that is  

flexible to use and universal, and therefore  

obvious added value. But the complexity of  

the machine itself is rising. And that is the source 

of one of the biggest challenges to mechanical 

and plant engineering: this inner complexity must 

not break out. 

• As a professor you work in close harness  

with the next generation of automation  

engineers. What can we expect to happen in 

the next few years?

In my work in research and teaching, I see  

how young engineers are very pragmatic about 

applying the control approach used for equip-

ment in IT and entertainment electronics in the 

field of mechanical engineering. For them, it  

is perfectly natural to use apps, intuitive user 

interfaces or mobile communications and internet 

technologies in mechanical engineering, too. 

Although the speed with which technologies are 

making inroads into mechanical engineering is 

slower than in the private sphere, quite a lot will 

happen in the next few years. •
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   Inside The new Production and Logistics Centre is heated using geothermal energy

   Inside Renate Pilz: “Values create future”

In the new Peter Pilz Production and Logistics 

Centre, near-surface geothermal energy – in  

other words the heat of the earth – is used to  

heat the building. Compared to a convention- 

al gas-fired heating system, that saves at least 

150 tonnes of CO2 per year. 

At the new Production and Logistics Centre,  

water or a heat carrier liquid circulates in a pipe 

system beneath the building. This liquid is  

heated up by geothermal energy tapped by  

13 geothermal probes each at a depth of  

130 metres. At the surface, the heat is  

transferred to a heat pump and brought up to the 

temperature level required for heating. The  

geothermal energy is then transferred to a buffer 

store and is available as usable heat. 

Geothermal energy is available all the year round 

because the temperatures deeper down  

beneath the earth’s surface remain constant. 

Geothermal energy generates virtually no CO2 

emissions, so is an especially climate-friendly 

form of energy. What is more, the ratio of  

primary energy input to usable final energy  

is very good. The advantage of geothermal en-

ergy is that there are only slight heat losses  

when it is converted in the heat pump and pipes. 

To complement the new building’s use of  

geothermal energy, its insulation is highly effec-

Covering a total area of 13,500 m2, the Peter  

Pilz Production and Logistics Centre houses  

390 employees. In addition to Production and 

Logistics it brings together under one roof all  

the departments related to production, including 

Production Technology, Information Technology, 

Quality Management and Purchasing. The  

flexible, production-centred hall design, energy 

efficiency, integrative design of the processes  

and working environment as well as a clear Indus-

trie 4.0 focus are establishing the basis for a  

Environmental protection from the depths

Inauguration of the Pilz Campus 

For many years now, Pilz has been treating environmental protection and energy efficiency as major priorities – for its  
products and also at corporate level. Offices and production facilities are ecologically designed, environmentally-aware 
and energy-saving.

Pilz has built the Peter Pilz Production and Logistics Centre at its headquarters in Ostfildern. As a result, not only has the company enlarged its production area  
by 50 per cent, it has also expanded its headquarters to create the Pilz Campus.

tive. In conjunction with a sophisticated heat  

recovery system, energy consumption is re-

duced even further. In future, Pilz will employ an 

environment and energy management concept 

to monitor and further optimise all environmental 

protection measures. To that end, the Ostfildern 

location is currently introducing an environment 

and energy management system to ISO 14001 

and ISO 50001.  •

In brief ...

Research into the car of the future 

At the Arena 2036 research campus,  

partners from science and industry are  

investigating innovative future issues  

concerning car production and lightweight 

construction. 

The aim is to preserve southwest Germany’s 

status as a leading automotive manufactur-

ing location. The consortium is promoting 

an adaptable future production approach  

to functionally integrated lightweight con-

struction. 

In other words by 2036, the 150th anni- 

versary of the car, the aims include  

making vehicles lighter by adopting new 

materials, and making the factory more 

adaptable. 

As well as Pilz and the University of  

Stuttgart, the consortium includes the 

German Institute of Textile and Fibre  

Research Denkendorf, the German Aero-

space Center (DLR), the Fraunhofer Ge-

sellschaft, BASF SE, Daimler AG, Robert 

Bosch GmbH, Artur Bär Maschinenbau 

GmbH and DYANAmore GmbH.

Online information 
at www.pilz.com

What is geothermal energy? Geothermal energy 

refers to the earth’s heat. 30 % of the earth’s 

heat comes from its hot core, and 70 % from the 

steady decay of natural radioactive elements in 

the earth’s mantle and crust. The temperature 

just below the earth’s surface averages 10 °C, 

increasing by about 3 °C with every 100 metres 

of depth.

production approach that satisfies the high  

quality and efficiency standards. 

“All departments work together closely and  

effectively for our customers at the newly creat-

ed Pilz Campus. The Campus makes it clear 

how the future is all about values,” pointed out 

Renate Pilz at the opening celebrations in front of 

some 200 guests. The official opening had been 

preceded by a staff party to mark the inaugura-

tion of the building.  •
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Before vehicles for rail or road transport go into 

volume production, manufacturers conduct 

tests on their comfort, safety, functionality  

and/or efficiency. The two climate wind tunnels 

in Vienna offer the ideal conditions – or the worst 

imaginable, depending on your perspective – for 

precisely such testing. Because wind speeds of 

up to 300 km/h, sun, snow, rain and ice can all 

be generated in the climate wind tunnels at the 

push of a button. 

Rail Tec Arsenal (RTA) is an internationally  

active, independent research and test institute 

for rail vehicles, road vehicles, new transport 

systems and all technical equipment that is  

exposed to extreme climatic conditions. At the 

Vienna facility, RTA operates two entirely  

independent climate wind tunnels (CWT) in  

parallel, with separate measurement data  

recording. Based on their size, the smaller  

CWT (33.8 m long) is used for trucks or buses 

and the larger CWT (100 m long) for entire  

locomotives, complete with railcars. There are 

around 40 climate wind tunnels throughout  

Europe, but those in Vienna are among the larg-

est in the world.

“We measure a huge range of variables. In order 

to assess passenger comfort, it is important to 

measure temperatures or humidity at key points, 

as well as surface temperatures and flow  

velocities inside the passenger compartment. 

It’s quite normal for there to be 200 to 250 meas-

uring sensors installed in the passenger  

compartment of a railway passenger car,” ex-

plained Manfred Kreitmayer, Head of System 

Operations at RTA. The technical setup for  

vehicles in the CWT is therefore often very  

involved. 

Wind, rain and snow safely under control 

“With the automation system PSS 4000, RTA  

is absolutely future-proof,” remarked Thomas 

Weiß from Technical Support at Pilz Austria. The 

entire safety control system of every CWT  

runs on the PSSuniversal PLC of the Pilz auto-

mation system PSS 4000. Every single  

emergency stop button and all wind speed  

signals are hard-wired to the control system. The  

wind speed signals, because the control sys- 

tem has to make sure the doors are locked  

at wind speeds above 50 km/h. “In all, there  

are about 60 I/Os running on PSSuniversal  

PLC,” added Weiß. “Reliability is an impor- 

tant consideration: we’ve been working with  

Pilz for a very long time and the control  

technology is simply very reliable. At an interna-

tional test centre such as the Vienna Climate 

Wind Tunnel, where there are always many  

   Solutions Automation system PSS 4000 maintaining safety in the Vienna Climate Wind Tunnel

In control of natural forces
The two climate wind tunnels at Rail Tec Arsenal in Vienna are among the largest in the world. The Industrie 4.0-ready automation system PSS 4000 ensures  
that the natural forces simulated there never get out of control. 

national and international clients on site, the  

system needs to be both reliable and have per-

fectly functioning safety technology!”, declared  

Kreitmayer. 

Both CWTs are almost identical in terms of  

control technology. The same technical hard-

ware is used on both. The programming of  

the previous control system, including from  

Pilz, could be retained with only minor modifica-

tions. “If conversion work is performed, e.g.  

at the RTA, there is no need to repeat the  

risk assessment. Because no changes were 

made to the system and the same safety  

standard applied, for Pilz it merely meant swap-

ping the hardware and installing the latest  

system,” explained Weiss. The control systems 

PSSuniversal PLC are the all-rounders in the  

automation system PSS 4000: either in the form 

of classic central control systems for safety – as 

at the CWT – or for automation or as a distribut-

ed system. The automation system features  

various editors for creating programs for safety 

and automation functions. 

Climate emergency shutdown in Vienna easy 

to enact

There are various scenarios for a shutdown  

process, depending on the prevailing situation. 

One option is to interrupt the power supply to 

the converter; another is to keep the converter 

active so that the wind speed can be run down. 

The RTA has a direct connection to the trans-

former station. Because of the high connected 

load of around 10 MW, there are no emergency 

power units. There are, however, small UPS  

systems for an uninterruptible power supply  

to the safety control system and important  

computer systems.  • 

The climate wind tunnel in Vienna covers the main areas of the vehicles to be tested:
Passenger comfort, the functionality of individual electronic and mechanical components in rain,  
snow and ice, plus energy efficiency.

Clients include rail vehicle manufacturers, the automotive industry and – rather more unusually – Austria’s  
ski jumpers. The latter use the climate wind tunnel for aerodynamic tests.

Product Manager for Operating and Monitoring and Tools

• Mr. Baumeister, why did Pilz decide to 

develop its own visualisation solution?

As a full-service provider we want to cover 

the entire automation market, and that 

includes visualisation that is perfectly tailored 

to our control systems. This visualisation tool 

is the piece of the mosaic that completes our 

full automation portfolio. It also makes Pilz 

outwardly visible, not just a name inside the 

control cabinet.

• What were your priorities when  

developing the visualisation solution  

PASvisu?

The visualisation is the face of the machine, 

that is why the appearance – the look and feel 

of the application – is so important. The key 

features for us are easy and intuitive use of 

the configuration tool “PASvisu Builder”. By 

adopting web technology, we can offer our 

customers a future-proof, modern tool that 

provides excellent support for engineering, 

commissioning and throughout the operating 

phase. 

• How is the market response?

The response so far at shows and the  

feedback from customers fully endorse our 

decision and also justify our high develop-

ment input. The market’s feedback has 

emphatically confirmed our emphasis on a 

web technology that is independent of the 

terminal device. And plant and machinery 

operators especially like the user interface. 

According to the latest feedback, it gives 

machine suppliers access to entirely new  

differentiating features.

• What are the next steps?

By way of a future function, we will refine user 

management to provide even better control 

over authorisations for data access. Another 

important step will be internationalisation, in 

other words making the user interface avail-

able in various different languages. Such 

steps will make it even easier to use the  

system in markets internationally. 

3 minutes with ...

Online information 
at www.pilz.com

The automation system PSS 4000 for safety  

and automation stands for optimum interaction 

between hardware and software components, 

network devices and real-time Ethernet.
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In detail, the principal changes are the  

following: in the control system categories  

that are needed to determine the perfor- 

mance level, in Category 4 the potential and  

effective value for the PL for the mean time  

to a dangerous failure (MTTFd) is increased  

from currently 100 years to up to 2500 years. 

That makes it possible to integrate more  

subsystems than previously into a safety func-

tion. This is especially advantageous for systems 

with extensive safety functions. For hydraulic 

components, depending on the annual  

operations an MTTFd value of up to 1200 years  

will be possible in future. A further new devel- 

opment concerns Category 2, in which it was  

previously envisaged to conduct testing one 

hundred times more frequently than the safety 

function is requested. It is now possible to  

conduct testing immediately before or when  

the safety function is requested, provided the 

safety system’s response is fast enough to  

protect the operator. 

The “overlapping danger” section is new: to  

quantify the risk, every danger can be con- 

sidered individually, for example in working areas 

where work zones do not overlap. Only if there 

are risks simultaneously and in the same place 

should the dangers be considered together.

Until now its customers with activities in  

Slovakia, including many international-scale 

groups, have been able to source Pilz products 

from trading partners. The establishment of a 

separate subsidiary means customers will now 

have access to individual components and 

more. The subsidiary is based in Svit, close  

to the major industrial hub of Poprad in the heart 

of Slovakia. 

“For the companies there, we want to be a part-

ner that can supply them with both Pilz products 

and a complete range of solutions, including  

services spanning consultancy, engineering  

and training,” explains Michal Neveril, who as 

The “new” EN ISO 13849-1

Slovakia gaining momentum

EN ISO 13849-1 is the main standard for the design of safety-related control systems in the machinery safety  
sector. It has now been supplemented by an FDAM (final draft of an amendment of an international standard) and  
an FprA (final draft of an amendment of a European standard). 

Pilz Slovakia is the newest Pilz subsidiary – in a well-known market. That is because the country is one of the centres of  
Europe’s steel and automotive industry. Sectors in which Pilz products and solutions are at home. 

   Panorama Supplements of two final drafts this autumn

   Profile Introducing the Slovak subsidiary

In line with the state of the art, in future a core 

aspect of the standard will include determining 

the overall failure probability of the safety  

function by adding together the individual PHF 

values of the subsystems. 

Other changes involve describing the pa- 

rameters F and P when assigning a risk to  

the appropriate performance level. The “new” 

13849-1 is expected to be published by the  

end of this year as an ISO standard in a  

In brief ...

Online information 
at www.pilz.com

Online information 
at www.pilz.com

Online information 
at www.pilz.com

Pilz is also an accredited inspection 

body

Pilz GmbH & Co. KG, Ostfildern has been 

operating an inspection body for plant and 

machinery, accredited by the German  

Accreditation Body (DAkkS), since as long 

ago as 2005. The inspection body offers 

first-time, repeat and extraordinary in-

spections of protective devices on ma-

chinery. This covers in particular electro-

sensitive protective equipment (light cur-

tains and scanners) as well as overrun 

measurements to determine the required 

safety distance, but also inspections of 

other protective devices such as emer-

gency stop devices, safety gates, two-

hand control devices and pressure-sensi-

tive mats. After 5 years, routine renewal 

of the accreditation was due. Pilz’s new 

accreditation is valid until July 27, 2020.

In October 2012 the ILAC Mutual Recog-

nition Arrangement (MRA), an agreement 

under which accredited services are mu-

tually recognised and therefore form a cor-

nerstone of the international accreditation 

system, was extended to include inspec-

tion bodies. This means that inspections 

by the Pilz inspection body are now valid 

internationally.

Motion monitoring with the control  

system PNOZmulti 2

The safe motion monitoring modules  

for the configurable control systems 

PNOZmulti 2 provide safe monitoring of 

drives and now also feature the functions 

“safe stop SS1” and “safe stop SS2”. They 

thus implement safety functions in accord-

ance with EN 61800-5-2 for adjustable 

speed electrical power drive systems, 

making plant and machinery even safer 

and more productive. Expansion modules 

are available for safe monitoring of one 

axis or two axes. The safe motion monitor-

ing modules for PNOZmulti 2 are config-

ured easily using the software tool 

PNOZmulti Configurator. 

consolidated version and will then also be intro-

duced at European level early next year as an  

EN standard.  •

Managing Director of the Czech subsidiary 

founded at the end of 2013 is also responsible 

for the Slovak subsidiary. Through this move, 

Pilz is responding to the changes in that  

market: locally based mechanical engineering  

companies and engineering offices are be- 

coming increasingly important alongside  

the production plants of the big international  

industrial companies. 

Neveril and his team have already held a large 

number of seminars and training courses. “The 

combination of good products and our extensive 

expertise represents a huge asset for these cus-

tomers,” declares Neveril with confidence.  •
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Apropos PSS 4000

Pilz in partnership with KIT
Pilz is supporting the renowned Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) with its research in the fields of production technology, machine tools,  
handling technology and production systems. 

DMG MORI Global  
Development Summit

   Panorama International technological collaboration

   Panorama  Joint research project supported by SafetyEYE and PSS 4000

With Mat P. on his automation tour

A project currently in progress at the Institute  

for Production Technology (wbk) involves simu-

lating a production line as a learning factory for 

“global production”. The aim is to familiarise  

the students thoroughly with the practical  

aspects by means of a realistic simulation.  

Electric motors are assembled on the produc- 

tion line. The individual stations such as  

shaft production, armature assembly, motor  

assembly and quality inspection can be arranged 

at will. 

The task of the students at the event is on the  

one hand to configure an optimum production 

line (location planning, lean and green production, 

cost optimisation, ...), and on the other hand  

to check whether working processes can be  

optimised with the help of robots. The robots  

are monitored and protected by the first safe  

3D camera system SafetyEYE. Warning zones 

are defined and the students are alerted  

by means of a signal if they approach the haz-

ardous movements of the robot. If a defined  

detection zone is entered, the hazardous  

movements of the robots are shut down safely.  

Every year the machine tool manufacturer  

DMG MORI invites design engineers and devel-

opers from all supplier plants as well as key  

suppliers to a multi-day “Global Development 

Summit”. Development strategies are devised 

and discussed there together with the external 

partners. As a long-standing partner, Pilz was 

 

One student at KIT conducted a risk assessment 

of the machinery as part of his masters thesis. 

He was supported by Pilz Customer Support 

and trained by the Pilz Academy to that end. 

Also in use at KIT: The Industrie 4.0-ready  

automation system PSS 4000. It controls  

communication with the individual modules and 

the overall monitoring of the system.  •

Whether it’s an application  

in packaging, automotive,  

transport technology, metal  

processing, … – as an  

automation expert, Mathias P. is in worldwide demand. His friends 

and his wife call him Mat. Here he tells us about his life with and all 

around the automation system PSS 4000. 

• Mat, have you already sorted out the travel health  

insurance for our holiday in Melbourne?

Yes, of course I have. But no need to worry even if something 

does go wrong – I know a really well-equipped hospital in  

Melbourne.    

• Since when have you been an expert on medical matters?  

Or does that have something to do with PSS 4000?

You’ve blown my cover again! The automation system PSS 4000 

takes care of switching over the hospital’s power supply systems 

reliably – so if there’s a power failure the back-up system cuts  

in seamlessly, without any of the critical systems in the hospital 

failing. 

• That’s certainly important. Just imagine the power suddenly 

going off in the middle of a critical operation! But what exactly 

does that have to do with PSS 4000? 

So that the energy supply systems can be connected to the  

grid reliably, a reliable instance needs to query the systems’  

signals very rapidly and align the current flow in sync with every 

power supply source. The PSS 4000 does that. The system  

also sends the information gathered directly to the technical office 

for diagnostic purposes, so that the hospital’s maintenance team 

does not need to enter the dangerous high-voltage room.  

That affords excellent protection for both the people and the 

equipment! And because extensions are easy to realise with  

the PSS 4000, there are already plans to equip more phases  

over the coming years.  

•  Nice to know that they attach such great importance to  

safety – but I still hope our holiday passes off without incident!

SafetyEYE is the first safe camera system for  

3D zone monitoring. It detects and reports freely 

definable objects that encroach into warning and 

detection zones.

also among those invited and was able to build 

on this top-level international technological  

collaboration: Pilz chairwoman Renate Pilz and 

Dr. Rüdiger Kapitza, Chairman of the Manage-

ment Board of DMG MORI AG, had an in-depth 

discussion on the role of safe automation in  

machine tool manufacturing.  •



 •
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New version of the PNOZmulti Configurator
The new version 10.0.0 of the PNOZmulti Configurator allows all PNOZmulti 

control systems including PNOZmulti Mini and PNOZmulti 2 to be operated 

conveniently. The new base unit PNOZ m B1 of the PNOZmulti 2 control 

system is now also supported. With the PNOZ m B1, the maximum  

program size has been increased four-fold. Up to 1024 connections  

can now be inserted between the elements. Projects are saved in  

a USB memory device instead of on a chip card. Several projects can  

be saved and managed by individual machine on the removable USB  

data carrier. One of the programs can then be selected and run via  

the multifunctional switch. The date and time for PNOZ m B1 can now  

PAS4000 is the software platform in the automation system PSS 4000. 

There is now an application programming interface (API) within PAS4000 

for external application programming. This makes life easier for users  

who develop control projects based on automatic processes (e.g. in the 

Office software Excel): for example, with the help of the API, Excel can  

automatically generate a control code for PAS4000. This saves time in the 

engineering process especially if several similar projects are to be set up. 

Predefined functions can be transferred to the interface quickly and  

efficiently; they can then be incorporated into the control project without 

the need to enter anything manually via an editor. 

With the API it is possible to create projects, program blocks with  

a library call, configure hardware and map process and system varia- 

PNOZmulti 2 is an open, configurable control system that is used  

flexibly and industry-wide, whatever the higher-level plant control system.  

The new base unit PNOZ m B1 offers superior performance for  

machines with a wider range of functions. The available expansion modules 

provide finer granularity, enabling the control structure to be tailored  

exactly to the application. The user only buys the features they are actually 

going to use. 

Two integrated Ethernet interfaces save costs because no ETH expansion 

bles (internal and external). It is also possible to create and configure IP 

connections. 

The other steps needed to complete a project, such as building and  

downloading to the control system, licensing and testing the functions, are 

carried out as usual in PAS4000.

As the automation system PSS 4000 can implement both automation  

and safety projects, with the API it is equally possible to create safety func-

tions efficiently.

Further information is available in the online help feature of PAS4000,  

under “API for PAS4000”.

module need be connected. Short downtimes and high plant availability  

are guaranteed by diagnostics via the common fieldbus systems in the  

form of corresponding expansion modules. The number of expansion  

modules that can be connected to the right side was increased to eight  

for PNOZ m B1. PNOZ m B1 can be used from Version 10 of the software 

tool PNOZmulti Configurator. There is an illuminated display for convenient 

on-the-spot diagnostics. 

Software platform PAS4000 now with API interface 

New base unit for the configurable control systems PNOZmulti 2

also be set in the PNOZmulti Configurator. PROFINET and EtherNet/IP 

were added to the connection to the most common fieldbus systems.

The new version also supports the configuration of special module  

programs. The module program for the new motion monitoring modules  

of the control system PNOZmulti 2 thus permits configuring of several  

monitoring zones, such as speed or rotational speed, which are then run 

locally on the expansion module. This brings the user greater flexibility in 

the application.
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